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CATALOGUE



1 FRENCH SCHOOL    17th century
circle of Charles Le Brun    1619 - 1690

DESIGN FOR A VICTORY CELEBRATION

Brown ink on mediumweight off-white wove paper. No
watermark. 22” x 17 1/2” (56 x 44 cm). Inscribed in
graphite at lower right: 1673. On verso inscribed in
graphite with numerals and Le Brun.

Note: In this exuberant drawing, two winged fig-
ures, wearing laurel in their hair, are holding up
a thick laurel and flower wreath surmounted by
a crown. More laurel (or palms?) are sprouting
around the figures. Surely a major victory is cel-
ebrated here. Hercules’ club, often a symbol of
royalty, and the flags are decorated with fleurs
de lys, a sign that a Bourbon was the hero to
be crowned with laurels. But which one?

Three fleurs de lys and a small bar identify
a member of the house Bourbon-Condé from a
younger branch. However, no male member of
the Bourbon-Condés in the 17th century bears
a first name beginning with “A”.

Three fleurs de lys and a small bar also
identify members of the Bourbon-Conti .
However, their coat of arms is surrounded by a
border. If the artist simply forgot to draw this
border (and a sense of speed emanating from
the drawing makes this 
likely), then a strong candidate for the initials is
Louis-Armand de Bourbon-Conti (1661-1685),
a celebrated military leader of his time.

The purpose of the design could have
been anything from a tapestry for a fauteuil to a

large wall decoration. A bronze medal celebrat-
ing the relief of Arras from a Spanish siege in
1654 bears a strong resemblance to the
iconography of the present drawing: winged
female figures, holding a central tree, topped
with a crown. A small detail of the present
drawing supports its close relation to a medal:
the steps under the figures’ raised feet create a
strong horizontal base. 

We had generous help for these approxi-
mations from Nicole Garnier (Musée Condé),
Frédéric Chappey (Musée d’Art et d’Histoire
Louis Senlecq, L’Isle Adam) and Lydia
Beauvais (Louvre).

The old attribution, inscribed on the verso
of the drawing, to Charles le Brun, might refer
to the design more than the authorship of the
drawing. There is agreement among experts,
that the drawing is not by le Brun’s hand, but
that it could be a copy made in his workshop. A
rather similar imagery of Fame blowing a trum-
pet and Flora holding up garlands, surrounded
by scattered armor, was used by le Brun for a
tapestry design, called Portière des
Renommées (see reference).

Reference:
La Médaille au temps de Louis XIV, Hôtel de la
Monnaie, Paris, Jan.-March, 1970, cat. nos. 484,
485.
The Chinese Porcelain Company, Important
French Furniture and Decorative Arts, 1643-
1805, New York, Fall 2001, cat. no. 1.





2 AGRICOLA, Carl    1779 - 1852
Austrian School

LOG HOUSE WITH WOODPILE, MEN
THROWING STONES, circa 1810

Brown ink over red chalk on off-white laid paper. Water-
mark: IV. 12” x 15 1/2” (30.5 x 38.3 cm). Double line
drawn by the artist around image.

Note: Since our exhibition of The Album of Carl
Agricola, Fall 2000, additional drawings by the
artist have come to light. Several sheets had
been removed from the album prior to our
acquisition of it, leaving “ghost” images, i.e
reversed copies on the opposite pages. The
present drawing is one of these re-discovered
sheets. It matches its “ghost”  in the original
album and is therefore easy to authenticate and
date.

The present drawing epitomizes the exciting
“newness” that we perceived in all of Agricola’s

landscape drawings. Unlike in a traditionally
arranged view, the log house cuts into the bottom
line of the drawing, leaving no foreground. The
two men throwing stones (for the fun of it?) repre-
sent no religious or classical subject and their
scale is much larger than the usual landscape
“staffage”. The drawing is not a sketch of a partic-
ular sight, later to be integrated in a larger compo-
sition, but a finished drawing, framed in an outline
drawn by the artist. The subject is - if enigmatic -
ordinary. The figures are not lounging in a mead-
ow or strolling down a path, but are caught in the
act of throwing stones, as in a snap shot.

Man and nature are no longer seen in the
orderly grid of the 18th century, but with imme-
diacy, in transition, and somewhat fragmented.
Agricola represents in his landscape drawings
a yet undiscovered step in early Romanticism.





3 TISCHBEIN, Johann Heinrich Wilhelm
1751 - 1829
German School

A PEACOCK AND A PEAHEN ON A 
GARDEN WALL

Black chalk, pen and brown ink, brown wash and
watercolor on heavyweight laid paper, painted around
the image to imitate a mat; along top and bottom strips
of paper attached. Several indecipherable partial water-
marks. Sheet: 15 1/2” x 10 3/4” (39.4 x 27.3 cm); image:
12 1/2” x 7 3/4” (31.7 x 19.7 cm). At top right corner
old inscription in graphite: 5. On verso at top right old
inscription in ink: Th. III, 5. At lower left corner stamp
applied by Christie’s: J. H. W. Tischbein.

Note: Born into a family that produced numer-
ous artists over several generations, Johann
Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein’s talent was
noticed and trained early on. At age twenty-six
he was already successfully established as a
portrait painter in Berlin, often painting as
many as three portraits a day. In this genre he
became world famous with his portrait Goethe
in the Campagna (1787), which marked him
forever as a neo-classical painter, friend of
Goethe’s, and one of the famous German
artists in Rome. A less well known aspect of
Tischbein’s œuvre is his intense interest in
nature, especially the animal world, which
inspired a group of etchings, Têtes des differ-
ent animaux dessiné d’après nature etc., heav-
ily influenced by Lavater’s pseudo scientific
studies of the human physiognomy. Tischbein
also wrote and illustrated an animal story of his
own (Eselsgeschichte),  and tried forever to
win Goethe’s collaboration on a book. 

After his return from Italy he spent a cou-
ple of years in Hamburg establishing an art
school, but in 1808 he gladly accepted the offer
of the Duke of Oldenburg to move into his sum-
mer residence in Eutin and live on a pension as
court painter for the rest of his l i fe.
Consequently, most of Tischbein’s works
served to enrich the duke’s collections and dec-
orate his castles. A large number of drawings
and watercolors seem to have ended up in the
collection of the Landesmuseum Oldenburg,
including numerous drawings of animals.

We would like to connect the present draw-
ing with Tischbein’s illustrations to Goethe’s
fable Reineke Fuchs for two reasons:

Firstly, the details in the peacock’s train in
the present watercolor are painted with blue,
red and yellow brush strokes almost identical to
those in a watercolor (also including a peacock)
titled The Court of the Animals. An Illustration
to Canto IV of Goethe’s Reineke Fuchs (refer-
ence see below). In contrast, a peacock’s train
featured in one of Tischbein’s Ass’s Tale
(Eselsgeschichte) depicts the eyes of the tail
feathers in a different manner (reference see
below).

Secondly, a watercolor titled Reineke
Fuchs Court Scene in the Landesmuseum
Oldenburg (identical with the one sold at
Christie’s?) is listed in Mildenberger (reference
see below) as bearing a “pasted on green bor-
der / carton”, which seems to match the green
mat-like border of the present drawing. The
watercolor in Oldenburg is dated (by
Mildenberger) “after 1808”.

Even if the present watercolor can be relat-
ed to Tischbein’s Reineke Fuchs projects, it is
hard to date it, since the number and dates of
the published watercolors for this story are few
and elusive. There is no record that Tischbein
ever sent examples of his efforts to Goethe. It is
more rewarding to speculate about the artist’s
free treatment of the subject, which differs from
many of his drawings based on pseudo scientific
ideas. Instead, Tischbein boldly uses three quar-
ters of his sheet for depicting a brick wall cov-
ered with vines of hop, presenting the peacocks
on a natural pedestal, up against the sky, just
like a Romantic artist would have done. The pre-
sent drawing seems more spontaneous and
closer to nature than the large watercolor for
Reineke Fuchs.

Reference:
Christie’s, New York, 22 Jan. 2003 (lot 181,The
Court of the Animals, ill.).
Hermann Mildenberger, J. H. W. Tischbein,
Goethes Maler und Freund , Schleswig-
Holsteinisches Landesmuseum, Neumünster,
1986 (p. 144 ill. of Ass’s Tale).
Franz Landsberger, Wilhelm Tischbein, ein
Künstlerleben, Leipzig, 1908.
J. H. W. Tischbein, Aus meinem Leben, Berlin
1922.





4 KLEIN, Johann Adam    1792 - 1875
German School

THE KING’S CAVE NEAR VIENNA, 1813

Watercolor, white heightening and some graphite on
tan laid paper. No watermark. 8 3/16” x 10 5/8” (20.8
x 27 cm). Inscribed, signed and dated in graphite along
lower left: Die Königshöhle bei Rauhenstein ohnweit
Baden bei Wien J Klein del 1813 (The King’s Cave
near Rauhenstein, not far from Baden near Vienna).
On verso violet collector’s stamp: F S in a square (not
in Lugt); inscribed in graphite: 955; No 265 B; 75/34.

Ex-collection: F. S.; David Daniels, New York.

Note: At age thirteen Johann Adam Klein joined
the studio of the Nuremberg printmaker
Ambrosius Gabler, who taught him printmaking
techniques and introduced him to 17th century
Dutch art, which influenced a whole generation
of early German Romanticists. In 1811, Klein
went for the first time to Vienna, returning briefly
to Nuremberg in 1815. This is the period in
which he drew the present watercolor.

He had gone to Vienna in search of work.
The Napoleonic wars had left hard times in

their wake. The rich private collections of
Viennese aristocrats and the royal public col-
lections called for printmakers to document and
disseminate these treasures. Important print
publishers were established in Vienna, attract-
ing skilled young artists.

In the same year of 1811, when Klein
arrived, Philip Veit, Ferdinand Olivier, and
Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld also came to
Vienna. Two years earlier, Friedrich Overbeck
had left the Vienna Academy in protest, initiat-
ing the Nazarene movement in Rome.
Overbeck’s revolt seems to have reverberated
among Vienna’s young artists. A group of draw-
ings in this exhibition shows that the new
Romantic sensibility for nature was in the air:
Tischbein’s Pair of Peacocks (cat. no. 3),
Agricola’s Log House (cat. no. 2), along with
Klein’s Cave depict animals, figures, mountains
and rocks with a bold directness, abandoning
the carefully organized, mythologically motivat-
ed “view”. Klein neatly inscribed location, date
and signature in the present watercolor, proudly
adding his name to the new tenets of
Romanticism.





5 HEIM, François-Joseph    1787 - 1865
French School

FULL-LENGTH PORTRAIT OF A 
YOUNG MAN

Black and white chalk on tan mediumweight laid paper.
No watermark. 11 3/8” x 7 5/8” (29 x 19.4 cm). 

Formerly: Heim Gairac, Sept. 1974.

Note: François-Joseph Heim was one of the
most prominent artists during the French
Restoration (1815-30). Receiving all his com-
missions from Church and State, he had hardly
any private clients. He painted at least ten
major works  for churches in Paris as well as
secular decorations for the Louvre, the
Chamber of Deputies, and many more loca-
tions. However, what keeps his name alive and
his art loved to this day are not these grand
machines but the drawings that preceded them.
In particular, Heim’s portrait drawings are
esteemed as “true miracles who can stand up
next to Ingres with pride” (Gazette des Beaux-
Arts, 1897, XVI).

In 1825 Heim exhibited a large painting,
Charles X Distributing Prizes after the Salon of

1824, composed of one-hundred-eight portraits
drawn from life. To understand the impact this
picture had in its time (it was called “a definitive
page of history”) one has to imagine present
day reactions if Andy Warhol had created a
huge canvas, depicting over one-hundred con-
temporary personages from the art world, all in
formal clothes, recognizable in their age, pos-
tures and idiosyncracies. And like any success-
ful entrepreneur of today, Heim followed up
with at least three more group paintings,
accompanied by exhibitions (Salon 1859) of his
portrait drawings. Numerous drawings entered
private collections during the mid-19th century.

The present drawing might or might not be
related to one of the large group paintings. It
certainly bears enough characteristics of many
of Heim’s portrait drawings to warrant the old
attribution: The scale of the full figure on a
roughly 8” x 10” page, leaving little space at top
and bottom, the casual pose of the sitter, the
steady strong parallel hatching and the use of
white chalk for details of the costume. 





6 ITALIAN SCHOOL    Naples 1830

DESIGN FOR A RUG, circa 1830

Gouache over some graphite on heavyweight off-white
wove paper. 13 1/8” x 14 1/2” (33.3 x 36.8 cm). Inscribed
on verso in ballpoint pen: Aquarello originale dell’
epoca./Bozzeto per tappeto presentato a S. M. Ferdi-
nando II Borbone Re di Napoli, circa il 1830, per
l’approviazione da usari in uno dei Saloni del Palazzo
Reale in Napoli (illegibly signed in the same hand).

Translation of inscription: Original period watercolor.
Study for a rug presented to His Majesty Ferdinand II
of Bourbon, King of Naples, circa 1830, for approval to
be used for a rug in one of the Salons of the Palazzo
Reale in Naples.

Note: Ferdinand II (1810-1859) reigned as King
of The Two Sicilies from 1830. He was the
grandson of Ferdinand I, King of the Two
Sicilies (1816).

In the 1830’s the new generat ion of
Bourbon rulers settled down in their palaces in
Naples. The neo-classical white and grey inte-
riors had become old-fashioned, and a new
taste for upholstered furniture, draperies, and
warm colors took hold. The present drawing is
typical for this period of refurnishing, the result
of which can be seen today in the
Appartamento Storico at the Palazzo Reale in
Naples. Similar rugs from the same period
decorate the historical rooms at the Palazzo
Pitti in Florence.

It has been suggested that the rug, if the
design was approved, would have been woven
at one of the prolific factories of Tournai. 

Reference:
Nicoletta d’Arbitrio, Luigi Ziviello, Il Palazzo
Reale di Napoli negli anni di Ferdinando II. La
riforma generale. Le Tappezzerie, Napoli,
1999.





7 KRAFFT, Julie    1821 - 1903
Austrian School

PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG WOMAN AT THE
PIANO, ACCOMPANYING A YOUNG
WOMAN SINGING, 1839

Watercolor, some gold paint and gum arabic on card
attached to off-white board with a golden line painted
around the image. 5 5/8” x 4 7/16” (14.3 x 11.3 cm).
Signed and dated at lower right: Julie 839. Backing
inscribed in modern hand: Mappe 2 (folder 2).

Ex-collection: Descendants of the artist.

Note: Julie Krafft was born in Vienna into a
family of artists. Her grandfather, Ignatius Peter
Krafft, was an enamel painter from Alsace who,
in 1799, moved to Vienna with his son Peter.

Peter Krafft, Julie’s father, became an accom-
plished history painter, and his brother Joseph
a miniaturist. All three of Peter’s children,
Albrecht, Julie, and Marie, worked as portrait
painters.

After the death of her first husband, an
archivist, Julie married Ferdinand Ritter von
Litzelhofen. Her social status, together with the
fact that she was a woman, might have pre-
vented her from exhibiting her work, except in
the grand Historical Exhibition in Vienna in
1877.

The artist was eighteen years old when she
painted the present watercolor. Her sister Marie,
also an artist, was nine years older. It is possible,
that the two women in the picture are the two sis-
ters.





8 KRAFFT, Julie    1821 - 1903
Austrian School

PORTRAIT OF TWO YOUNG WOMEN AT A
WINDOW FACING A LAKE, MOUNTAINS
AND SAILBOAT, 1840

Watercolor over some graphite  on card. 7” x 7 1/8”
(17.8 x 18.1 cm). Signed and dated at lower right: Julie
26/8/840. On verso inscribed in a modern hand: Mappe
2 (folder 2).

Ex-collection: Descendants of the artist.

Note: See note for cat. no. 7. - The view in the
present double portrait suggests an Italian
coast. The same two sitters as in the previous
drawing seem to be waiting in anticipation of
the boat appearing on the horizon.





9 STEINLE, Edward Jakob von    1810 -
1886

German School

STUDY FOR THE “NEW ANGEL CHOIR” OF
THE COLOGNE CATHEDRAL, circa 1843-46

Watercolor and gold wash over graphite on tan board.
No watermark. 11 1/8” x 12” (28.2 x 30.5 cm). Inscribed
at upper center: Troni. On verso rectangular estate
stamp in violet at lower left: Nachlass / Ed.v. Steinle
(Lugt Suppl. 2312a); collector’s stamp in violet: J over
C surmounted by a crown (Lugt Suppl. 1162c).

Ex-collection: The artist; Johann Georg of Saxony
(1869-1938); David Daniels, New York.

Exhibition: German Master Drawings of the Nineteenth
Century, Busch-Reisinger-Museum, Harvard Universi-
ty, Cambridge, MA, circulating exhibition, Oct. 5, 1972-
June 3, 1973, cat. no. 87, ill.

Note: This delicate and gentle drawing retains
the best spirit of the German Nazarene move-
ment, as it developed in Rome during the first
half of the nineteenth century. Steinle, born and
trained in Vienna (1823-28), met the leaders of
the new movement in Rome in 1828. After inter-
vals in Munich and Vienna, Steinle settled in

Frankfurt for the rest of his life. He became one
of the foremost fresco painters in mid-nineteenth
century Germany, decorating churches, town
halls and private residences. In 1850 he became
professor of history painting at the Staedelsche
Kunst Institut in Frankfurt, where his students
included Frederic Leighton.

The present drawing is a preparatory study
for the fresco above the north wall of the choir
arches of the Cologne Cathedral. The
Cathedral originated in the 13th and 14th cen-
tury, but remained a fragment, missing one-
and-a-half towers and parts of the main aisle
and transept. After centuries of neglect, the
Romanticists discovered Gothic architecture as
“German style” and the cathedral became a
symbol of the longed-for unif ication of
Germany. Its completion was underwritten by
citizens nationwide, and in 1842 King Friedrich
Wilhelm IV laid the foundation stone. In 1880
the Cathedral was consecrated.

Steinle painted the frescoes on architectural
parts dating from 1248-1300, surmounted by win-
dows from 1300-1310. Major damage to the
cathedral occurred during World War II, but has
been restored since, and Steinle’s frescoes can be
seen in situ.





10 DOYLE, Charles Altamont    1832 -
1893

English School

ILLUSTRATION TO GOETHE’S “FAUST”,
WALPURGISNACHT

Brown, black, and blue ink on heavyweight wove off-
white paper. No watermark. 9 1/4” x 13 5/8” (23.5 x
34.6 cm). On verso very slight sketch in graphite of
houses.

Note: The present drawing is an illustration of
Goethe’s Faust. It depicts the moment when
the rejuvenated Faust, taken by Mephisto to a

witch’s meeting on Walpurgis Night, encounters
the image of Lilith, a female demon.

The drawing was inscribed on an old
mount Doyle and has been attr ibuted to
Charles Doyle, the brother of Richard, and
father of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Charles Doyle
was trained, like his brother, as a draftsman.
He illustrated numerous books with humorous
and fantastic drawings from the realm of elves
and fairies. Depression and alcoholism limited
his career and from 1879 on he spent increas-
ingly longer times in a sanatorium.





11 BARYE, Antoine-Louis    1796 - 1875
French School

RABBIT WITH EARS ERECT, circa 1850

Bronze on oval bronze base with brown patination,
mounted to rectangular black marble base with round-
ed edges. Height, from bottom of bronze base to tip of
ears: 2” 
(5 cm). Cold-stamped on top of base: BARYE. 

Note: The cold stamp on the present miniature
sculpture indicates that it was cast circa 1850
during the period when Barye issued his works
in partnership with Emile Martin. The design for
the model could be as early as the 1820’s,
since its miniature format is the same as that of
Turtle on a Base, which seems to be docu-
mented in the 1820’s (Benge, p. 19). The tiny
Rabbit was a very popular work of Barye’s. It
shows up, usually together with the Turtle, in
his catalogues throughout the 1840’s and 50’s.

The original base of black Belgian marble
gives the present cast a rare quality of an
authentic ensemble, preserving the style of an
early 19th century decorative object.

Reference:
Stuart Pivar, The Barye Bronzes, 1974, cat. no.
187, p. 232 ill.
Glenn F. Benge, Antoine-Louis Barye, Sculptor
of Romantic Realism, London, 1984.

12 MEDAL EDITED FOR THE 
UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION 1869

Recto: Jean-Auguste Barre    1811 - 1896

BUST OF THE PRINCE IMPERIAL,
NAPOLEON EUGÈNE LOUIS (1856-1879)

Verso: André Vauthier-Galle    1818 - 1899

FRANCE DISTRIBUTING CROWNS TO 
FIVE PARTS OF THE WORLD 

Bronze medal with brown patination. Diameter: 2 3/4” (7
cm). Signed recto: BARRE 1869; verso: VAUTHIER-
GALLE. 

Reference: 
Catalogue générale illustré des éditions de la
Monnaie de Paris, vol. 2, n.d., p. 214, ill.

Note: André Vauthier-Galle, son of the painter
Jules-Antoine Vauthier and grandson of the
medallist André Galle, won the prix de Rome in
1839 and exhibited sculpture and medals at the
Salon from 1852 to 1862. The plaster model of
the present medal was exhibited at the Salon of
1868.

Jean-Auguste Barre was a student of
David d’Angers and became famous for his
statuettes of dancers, including Fanny Elssler
and Marie Taglioni. He modelled numerous
medals of personages at the court of Napoleon
III.





13 GAVARNI, Paul    1804 - 1866
French School

ON THE WAY TO TOULON, circa 1846
(Sur le chemin de Toulon)

Watercolor and gouache on wove paper laid to grey
wove paper. No discernible watermark. 13” x 8 3/8” (33
x 21.3 cm). Signed in brown watercolor at lower right:
Gavarni. Titled in brown watercolor at lower left: sur
le chemin de Toulon.

Note: In 1846 Gavarni began a series of litho-
graphs which - unlike his usually sarcastic but
amusing drawings - were rather stark and vio-
lent in subject. Gavarni gathered twelve of
these lithographs under the title Le Chemin de
Toulon, which was in turn included in the publi-
cation Œuvres Nouvelles (Paris, Perrée, 1846).

Individual lithographs were also published in
Charivari between 1846-47.

The series Le Chemin de Toulon treats a
number of criminal subjects. One may therefore
assume that the man in the present watercolor
is looking out for a victim in a location known to
be of ill repute.

Reference (for the lithographs):
Paul-André Lemoisne, Gavarni, peintre et litho-
graphe, vol. 1, Paris, 1928, p. 182 etc.
Beraldi, Les graveurs du XIXe siècle, Paris
1885-92, v. 7, no. 220.





14 KARLOVSZKY, Bertalan    1858 - 1938
Hungarian School

PORTRAIT OF A KNIGHT OF MALTA, circa
1880-90

Oil on panel. 28 3/4” x 23 3/8” (73 x 59.4 cm). Signed
at lower left: B. de Karlovszky / Paris. On verso a Paris
art supplier’s stamp.

Note: Karlovszky was one of the most sought
after portrait painters in Budapest during the
decade before World War I. His famous por-
trait of the young Princess Esterházy and the
minister Count Andrássy testify to his popular-
i ty among the highest ranks of  Austro-
Hungarian society. Karlovszky was trained in
Munich (1878) and Paris, where he special-
ized as a miniature painter. In the 1890’s he

returned to Budapest. A sharp perception of
details remained one of his characteristics.

The present painting departs from this style.
It is inscribed as being painted in Paris, but it
shows little resemblance to French portraits of the
1880’s. The psychological intensisty is similar to
works by the Austrian Anton Romako, an outsider
in the second half of the nineteenth century.  The
powerful use of black and the hazily lit  back-
ground may also reflect the influence of Spanish
art, to which Karlovszky would have been
exposed in Paris (as at present extensively docu-
mented by the Metropolitan Museum’s exhibition
Manet / Velázquez).





15 GÉRÔME, Jean-Léon    1824 - 1904
French School

RETURN FROM THE LION HUNT, 1889

Oil on canvas. 33 1/2” x 53 1/4” (85 x 135.5 cm).

Note: Gérôme’s perfectionism in pursuit of
beauty (“jamais de la violence” - no violence
ever) yielded to an artistic instinct of a different
kind when he left the present painting unfin-
ished. Painted five years after the large memor-
ial retrospective of Manet’s work at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts, the present painting seems
perfect as it is.

The beautiful blues and grays, framing the
dark head of the hunter, are not quite “tied
together” as in a typical finished Gérôme paint-
ing, and therefore much more vibrant. The con-
trast of the youth’s smooth legs (finished) to the
sketchy outlines of the accompanying figure’s
body serves as an enhancement to the modern
eye. The sketchy figures in the background
appear “out of focus”, forcing the eye to con-
centrate on the magic procession in the fore-
ground.

Gérôme, defending his principles of truth
and nature to the end, was nevertheless not
untouched by the effects of Symbolism in the
1880’s. Several of his  paintings depict lions as
personifications of majesty, and titles like
Solitude or Beatitude for images of lions are
highly suggestive. In the present painting, one
is grateful that the might of the lion and the ele-
gance of the hunter are merely indicated, and

that the intensity of the scene is not cluttered
with details.

Fanny Hering, who saw the painting in
Gérôme’s studio, wrote that “the background never
satisfied him”. If this concern prevented Gérôme
from finishing this painting, it served him very well
indeed.

It is recorded by George Moore that
Gérôme was quite startled when he saw Edgar
Degas’ painting Young Spartans (1860,
reworked until 1880, unfinished) which bears
quite an astonishing resemblance to Gérôme’s
Lion Hunt. Degas’ sarcastic remark, “I suppose
it is not quite Turkish enough for you,
Gérôme?” explains in fact why the two paint-
ings are so similar. The empty landscape with-
out local landmarks, the lack of ethnical or
historical detail, the scale and positioning of the
figures in the landscape (in both paintings with
a small group in the background) are certainly
“not Turkish”. Only the color differs vastly.
Gérôme’s palette is closer to the grey-blues of
Puvis de Chavannes, e.g. in Vision of Antiquity
(1887-90).

Reference:
Gerald M. Ackermann, The Life and Work of
Jean-Léon Gérôme, London 1986, p. 264, no.
366, ill.
Fanny Field Hering, Gérôme, His Life and
Works, New York, 1892, p. 271.
Degas (Jean Sutherland Boggs), Paris, Ottawa,
New York, 1988-189, pp. 98-101.





16 VEDDER, Elihu    1836 - 1923
American School

PYRAMID IN EGYPT, circa 1889-90

Pastel on lightweight light blue wove paper. No water-
mark. 8 1/8” x 12 7/8” (20.6 x 32.7 cm). On verso
inscribed in graphite: 26; in a different hand: 02-5-82.

Note: Brought up in New York and Cuba,
where his father was a dentist, Vedder made
his first trip to Europe (France, Italy) in 1857.
He returned to New York during the Civil War,
then left  again for Rome in 1867.
Subsequently he moved between Rome,
Perugia, London, and the United States. This
itinerant life was at times a problem for his
career, but it also stimulated the artist to re-
think his artistic concepts along with every
new environment.

Early on he was impressed by Courbet.
During his first extended stay in Rome he
joined the group of the Macchiaioli, painting
landscapes in an innovative, somewhat post-
Impressionistic style. He became close friends
with the Pre-Raphaelites Hunt and Coleman
and during his regular visits to America he exe-

cuted large decorative paintings for Tiffany. His
fantastic imagination defied eventually every
artistic movement he associated with.

In 1889, an American industrialist, George
F. Corliss, invited Elihu Vedder to join him on a
trip up the Nile. It was an experience the artist
had dreamt of all his life. “Such desolation I
never saw, but it was exactly [underlined twice]
the kind of thing I have been always trying to
paint.”

Vedder returned with 160 sketches, some of
them in oil, the majority in colored crayon on grey
paper, circa 8” x 13”, just as the present sheet.
Apart from the magic of the ancient tombs and the
Sphinx, Vedder delighted in the colors of the wide,
windswept vistas. He wrote to his wife Carrie,
“Gérôme is all right in the distinguished look he
gives things, but the color here at the right time is
Venetian.” The delicate pink top of the pyramid
against the grey cloudy sky in the present drawing
remind one of this observation.

Reference:
Regina Soria, Elihu Vedder, American Visionary
Artist, Associated University Press, 1970, pp. 200-
205.





17 HENNER, Jean-Jacques    1829 - 1905
French School

PORTRAIT OF MLLE. DODEY, A MODEL 
OF THE ARTIST, circa 1893
(Femme rousse)

Oil on cradled panel. 16 5/8” x 13” (42.3 x 33 cm). On
verso of panel label printed: BERNHEIM JEUNE & FILS
/ 36 Avenue de l’Opéra / et 8, Rue Lafitte / Paris / 1903
/ No. (inscribed:) 13678 / Henner / Femme rousse /
TDD; red printed label: 13678.

Formerly: Bernheim Jeune & Fils, Paris.

Note: Born into a farmer’s family in Alsace,
Henner enrolled at the Ecole de des Beaux-
Arts at age fifteen, and in 1858 won the prix de
Rome with his painting Adam and Eve Finding
the Body of Abel. During his stay in Italy he
learned from Titian and Corot, but most of all
from Correggio, whose technique of dissolving
contours (sfumato) became Henner’s most
characteristic device. Back in Paris, he exhibit-
ed with enormous success at the Salon from
1865 to 1903 numerous versions of Magdalene
or Sleeping Nymphs, painted with luminous

bodies with the famously hazy outlines against
a dark background.

The present painting documents a more
serious side of Henner’s art, which can be
observed e.g. in the paintings at the Henner
Museum in Paris. There are haunting studies of
Christ, experimental landscapes, and a large
number of portraits, including many sketches for
family portraits.

The present painting shows long lines
which the artist drew in oil with the brush to
mark the face and the head. These sponta-
neous lines as well as the playfully added red
blossoms (bows?) are to a modern viewer more
intriguing than a carefully finished portrait. In
this study, the process of creating a work of art
is part of its attraction.

Reference:
Isabelle de Lannoy, Musée national  Jean-
Jacques Henner. Catalogue des peintures,
Paris, 1990, cat. no. 428, ill. (related painting).





18 HENNER, Jean-Jacques    1829 - 1905
French School

TWO STUDIES FOR ST. CATHERINE, 
circa 1903

(A) Black chalk on light brown wove stationery paper.
Partial watermark: Canson & A...Linen. 8 5/16” x 5 5/16”
(22.8 x 15.2 cm). Inscribed at upper left in graphite: L.

(B) Black chalk on light brown wove stationery paper.
Irregular edge at top. Partial watermark: Arx (?) / C...8
1/4” x 5 1/4” (21 x 13.3 cm). Inscribed at upper right in
graphite: R.

Letter on verso:
Printed: CHARLES PITET / Agences & Commission /
EN/ TABLEAUX & OBJECT D’ART / 51, Faubourg Poi-
sonnière / PARIS.

Autograph: Paris, 10 Juillet, 1903 / Monsieur J. J. Hen-
ner / Cher monsieur, Pour la bonne règle, je vous indique
ci inclus les commandes vous avez exécuté pour nous
clients et nous:

le commande d’Avril
2 têtes à 3 000 fr
4 - “ - à   1 000 fr 10 000

2e commande de Mr Octave [?]
1 tableau “Femme à la cruche, avec voile bleu 10 000

1 tableau “Femme en bleu tenant une roue 10 000
1 tête 5 000

3e commande de Mr. Kraush [?]
Reste à livrer
“Rebecca à la fontaine 10 000
1 tête 5 000

Recevez, cher monsieur, mes amitiés respectueuses
et cordiales, P. Ch. Pitet (followed by illegible signa-
ture).

Note: The present drawings are executed on
two sheets of a letter from Charles Pitet,
Henner’s dealer, in which he records the
prices for eleven paintings commissoned to
Henner in 1903. The drawings are four
sketches of  what  appears to be St.
Catherine. They are probably related to a
painting mentioned in the letter: Femme en
bleu tenant une roue. The figure in the draw-
ing is of three-quarter-length, drawn in a
frontal pose, the same Henner used for
Salome (holding a platter) and Judith (hold-
ing a sword) (both musée Henner, Paris).
The artist seems to be content with this
straight forward, vertical composition and
more interested in the flow of lines. They
reduce reality to a minimum of signs, drawn
with a self-assured freedom reminiscent of
Matisse.





19 TILGNER, Victor Oskar    1844 - 1896
Austrian School

BUST PORTRAIT OF ANTON BRUCKNER
(1824-1896), 1891-2

Bronze bust with dark brown patination on rectangu-
lar self-base, mounted to square green marble base.
Height, from bottom of self-base to top of head: 11”
(28 cm); width, from curve of left to right arm: 8 5/8”
(22 cm); depth, from finger in front to edge of base in
back: 7 1/4” (18.4 cm). Incised in back: NACH DEM
LEBEN MOD. / VON PROF. V. TILGNER (Modelled
after life by Prof. V. Tilgner).

Note: Victor Tilgner attended the Vienna
Academy for over ten years, greatly appreciat-
ed by his teachers, but not by a wider public. In
1871, the French sculptor Gustave Deloye
(1838-1899) settled in Vienna for a couple of
years. Through Deloye Tilgner was introduced
to the Baroque revival in French sculpture.
This encounter touched off a creative response
in the young Austrian artist. His facility in mod-
elling and his preference for movement and
lively draperies had led him already in this
direction. Reassured by what he learned of
French sculpture. he cultivated his own style,
which made him the foremost portrait sculptor
of Austria during the last quarter of the nine-
teenth century. 

In his first successful bust, Charlotte
Wolter (1873), Tilgner experimented with poly-
chromy, a technique he would use off and on in
his later work. His work includes fountains,
monuments, architectural sculpture and several
hundred portrait busts, the most famous one
being that of Empress Elisabeth (1879).

Anton Bruckner was in his mid-sixties
when his compositions were at last received
with enthusiasm and ovations. Sadly, at the
same time illness began to set in, and the musi-
cian worried about his financial future. Honors,
such as sitting for the famous sculptor Tilgner,
made the modest man very happy. It is record-
ed that the bust stood on the floor of Bruckner’s
work room amidst scattered  sheet music, and
that the composer, somewhat embarrassed in
front of visitors, would pat its head and say,
“good guy”.

For a Bruckner Monument in the Viennese
Stadtpark the artist Fritz Zerritsch designed an
elaborate base with a figure of Euterpe (the
Muse of music) and topped by Tilgner’s bronze
bust. The monument was unveiled in 1899,
after Bruckner’s death, and recently restored
after it was damaged by vandalism.

The present smaller version does full jus-
tice to Tilgner’s vivacity and Bruckner’s serene
power. The cast stands any comparison with
the high quality of French bronze making.





20 FERRIER, Gabriel-Joseph-Marie    
1847 - 1914
French School

FRIGHTENED ADOLESCENT

Graphite on mediumweight white wove paper. No
watermark. 13 3/4” x 8 1/2” (35 x 21.5 cm). Circular
estate stamp at lower right: GABRIEL FERRIER (not
in Lugt).

Sale: Hôtel Drouot, Paris, March 1980.

Note: Gabriel Ferrier received the prix de
Rome in 1872, one year after France lost the
battle of Sedan, the war against Prussia, and
the monarchy as its ruling institution. Ferrier
seems to have gotten along during the Third

Republic, painting classical, religious and his-
torical subjects. With Le Printemps he found
his niche: decorative paintings of great charm.
Subsequently he became one of the most
sought after decorative painters of the Belle
Epoche. He painted two ceilings for the Paris
Hôtel de Ville (Salle des Fêtes), a ceiling for
the French embassy in Berlin as well as deco-
rations for the Opéra-Comique, the Sorbonne,
theaters in Nîmes and Monte-Carlo. To this
day, visitors who dine in the restaurant of the
Musée d’Orsay may look up to the ceiling he
painted for the dining room of the former Hôtel
du palais d’Orsay.





21 SARTORIO, Giulio Aristide    1860 -
1932

Italian School

YOUTH WITH STAFF ON HORSE

Ink on lightweight white wove paper. No watermark. 7
7/8” x 10 1/4” (19.7 x 26 cm). Estate stamp at lower
left: GIULIO ARISTIDE SARTORIO. Stamp at lower
left corner: SG (Shepherd Gallery). 

Exhibition: Giulio Aristide Sartorio, Symbolist Drawings,
Shepherd Gallery, New York, 1970, cat. no. 69.

Note: Giulio Aristide Sartorio, whose father and
grandfather were artists, was attracted to 17th
century art before he fell under the spell of
Symbolism and Art Nouveau. In 1893, he visit-
ed England, seeking contact to the Pre-
Raphaelites, and two years later, he began
publishing articles on English painting. In his
work, religious and mythological subjects
merge into stark imagery, always based on the
human form.

In the late 1890’s Sartorio taught at the
School of Fine Arts in Weimar, where he met
Nietzsche and his entourage of German
Symbolists. After his return to Italy, his interest in
decorative painting found fulfillment in a commis-
sion to paint an allegorical frieze of Italian
Civilization for the Parliament in Rome. Sartorio
was also active as a writer, poet, and novelist. In
1915 he volunteered to serve during World War
I. He was wounded, taken prisoner, released

upon the Pope’s intervention, and went back to
the front. After the war he made a film (Mistero di
Galatea, and travelled widely (Middle East, Latin
America, Japan). He continued painting, includ-
ing a large mural for the Cathedral of Messina,
which remained unfinished upon his death in
1932.

A skilled horseman himself, Sartorio drew
numerous studies of horses, and included hors-
es in many of his decorative paintings. The pre-
sent drawing depicts a horse in the act of a
passo spagnolo, a movement Sartorio caught
in a similar drawing of a Cavallo nella figura di
“passo spagnolo” (exhibition San Luca, no.
210). While the Luca drawing is more finished,
the present study captivates the tense power of
horse and rider with the energy of the artist’s
forceful pen. The staff in the youth’s hand might
identify him as St. George, a subject Sartorio
pursued in a number of drawings, including one
with a horse in the particular figure of the passo
spagnolo (San Luca, no. 239). However,
Sartorio’s murals in the Parliament in Rome
also include a youth on a rearing horse, bran-
dishing a staff.

Reference:
Accademia Nazionale di San Luca, Giulio
Aristide Sartorio (1860-1932), Rome, 1980 (ill.
of related drawings).
Giulio Aristide Sartorio, Figura e Decorazioni,
Rome, 1989, p. 98, ill. of La Luce from the
Parliament frieze with a youth on horseback.





22 MEUNIER, Constantin-Émile    
1831 - 1905
Belgian School

BUST OF A MINER WITH AXE, before 1898

Bronze with green and black patination on self-base.
Height, from bottom of self-base to top of hat: 21 1/2”
(54.5 cm); width, from curve of left shoulder to curve
of right shoulder: 19” (48 cm); depth, from edge of axe
in front to edge of blade at rear: 15 1/4” (39 cm). Sig-
nature incised at rear of proper right shoulder: C. Meu-
nier. Foundry stamp applied twice, at proper left chest
truncation and at proper right arm truncation: FONDU
PAR VERBEYST POUR L’ATELIER CONSTANTIN
MEUNIER BRUXELLES.

Note: In a letter to his friend Georg Treu, pub-
lished in 1898, Meunier wrote that he might use
the Bust of a Miner as one of the corner pieces
on the earlier version of Monument to Labor. In
the final version of the Monument Meunier cre-
ated a new figure of a kneeling miner, holding
an axe at his side. Meunier referred in his letter
to Treu to the Bust of a Miner as “types que je
possède” (characters which I have already). In
some cases, exact dates are hard to establish
for Meunier’s works. But since most of it was
created in such a short span of time, practically
within ten years (1887 to the late 1890’s), there

is little if no difference between early and later
work.

The present bust is one of the more classi-
cally inspired sculptures in Meunier’s œuvre,
perhaps taking its cue from a Hercules shoul-
dering his club.  The artist wrote to his friend
Treu about his love of classical sculpture: “You
know about my unlimited admiration for the art
of the Greeks. The older I get, the more I
observe nature, the more I come to the conclu-
sion that they have left works which are the ulti-
mate triumph of beauty and life.”

A miner of similar heroic attitude, shoulder-
ing an axe, is incorporated in profi le in
Meunier’s relief Miners Returning from Work,
which was also considered for the Monument to
Labor until Meunier replaced it with The Mine.

The present cast, executed by Meunier’s trust-
ed founder Verbeyst, is particularly attractive for its
bright green areas within the otherwise black pati-
nation.

Reference:
Georg Treu, Constantin Meunier, Dresden,
1898, ill. pl. IX. Letters pp. 19, 24.





23 ANISFELD, Boris Israelevich   1879 -
1973

Russian School

LAKE WITH BIRCH TREE IN
FOREGROUND, 1905

Oil on panel. 7 5/8” x 6 1/16” (19.3 x 15.4 cm). On ver-
so old inscription: 70.

Ex-collection: The artist’s family.

24 ANISFELD, Boris Israelevich    1879 -
1973

Russian School

GROUPS OF BIRCH TREES, 1905

Oil on panel. 4 3/4” x 7 1/4” (12 x 18.4 cm). On verso
old inscription: 72.

Ex-collection: The artist’s family.

Note: Boris Israelevich Anisfeld was born in
Bieltsy, Bessarabia (today divided between
Romania and Ukraine). He studied art in
Odessa (1895-1900) and enrolled in the
Academy of St. Petersburg in 1901. There he
was drawn into the circle of progressive artists
and intellectuals of Mir Iskusstva (World of Art)
and soon he exhibited with them. In 1906
Diaghilev included Anisfeld in a representative
exhibition of modern Russian art at the Salon
d’Automne in Paris. Subsequently Anisfeld
exhibited regularly in St. Petersburg and
Moscow, and worked as a set designer and
painter for ballets produced by Diaghilev and
Fokine. In 1916/17 Christian Brinton, the
American art enthusiast, prepared the ground
for a large Anisfeld exhibition to travel all over
the United States. This turned out to be a stroke
of luck, because at the outbreak of the Russian
Revolution, the core of Anisfeld’s work was crat-
ed and ready to go abroad with an official export

document. Anisfeld and his family arrived in
America in January 1918. After working as a set
designer for the Metropolitan Opera, Anisfeld
became professor at the Art Institute of Chicago
from 1929-1957.

The present landscape studies were painted
in 1905 when the newly married artist traveled
with his wife along the Neva and Volga to Vitebsk
(his in-laws’ home) and on to the Crimea.
Anisfeld had by that time a good idea of what
was going on in art in the rest of the world, espe-
cially in Paris. Van Gogh had been exhibited in
St. Petersburg in 1903, Russian collectors
brought home paintings by Matisse and the Nabi
group, and Russian fellow artists returning from
Western Europe passed on the gospels of
Divisionism, Symbolism and Fauvism.

The present paintings, in a typical travel
format, share characteristics which also define
Anisfeld’s large scale work of the 1910’s: a
raised point of view, a high horizon, and an
energetic use of dabs of colors (especially in
Boat on Water’s Edge, cat. no. 25).

Reference:
Boris Anisfeld in St. Petersburg 1901-1917,
Shepherd Gallery, Fall 1984.
Roger Mesley, Boris Anisfeld, “Fantast-Mystic”,
Twelve Russian Paintings from the Collection
of Joey and Toby Tanenbaum, Art Gallery of
Ontario, 1989.





25 ANISFELD, Boris Israelevich    1879 -
1973

Russian School

BOAT AT WATER’S EDGE, 1905

Oil on board. 7 5/8” x 7 13/14” (19.3 x 19.8 cm). On
verso old inscription: 65.

Ex-collection: The artist’s family.

Note: See note for previous catalogue num-
bers.





26 ANISFELD, Boris Israelevich    1879 -
1973

Russian School

SET DESIGN FOR HUGO VON
HOFMANNSTHAL’S, “THE MARRIAGE 
OF ZOBEIDE”, 1906

Watercolor heightened with white on off-white wove
paper. No discernible watermark. 13 5/8” x 15 7/8” (34.6
x 40.3 cm). Signed at lower left in grey watercolor: Boris
Anisfeld. Inscribed at lower left center in grey water-
color in Russian: “May this night never come / Hugo
von Hofmannstal.” [sic]

Exhibitions:
Vincent Astor Gallery, Library and Museum of the Per-
forming Arts at Lincoln Center, New York, April 9 - June
29, 1966, The Decorative Idealism of Boris Anisfeld:
Designs for Ballet, Opera, and Theatre 1905-1926, cat.
no. 1, ill.
The National Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian Insti-
tution, Boris Anisfeld, Twenty Years of Design for the
Theatre, Washington City, 1971, cat. no. 1.
Boris Anisfeld in St. Petersburg 1901-1917, Shepherd
Gallery, New York, Fall 1984, cat. no. 17.

Note: The dramatic poem by Hugo von Hof-
mannsthal (1874-1929), The Marriage of
Zobeide, was produced at the Vera F.
Komisarjewska Theater in St. Petersburg in
1907. Anisfeld designed the sets and costumes
in a style reminiscent of Aubrey Beardsley,
whose work was widely published in Russia at
the turn of the century. The success of the pro-
duction marked the beginning of Anisfeld’s
career as a scene designer, which led to his
famous contributions to Diaghilev’s productions.

Hofmannsthal’s symbolist play, written in
1897, is set “in an old town in the kingdom of
Persia at the evening and night after the wed-
ding-feast of the Rich Merchant.” Zobeide, who
has been given by her father in marriage to an
elderly man in order to settle large debts, con-
fesses that she loves a young man. The kind
Merchant opens the door of his bedroom, giv-
ing her the freedom to go wherever she pleas-
es. She runs through the night to her lover, only
to discover that he had always deceived her.
Returning to the Merchant’s garden, she throws

herself from a tower and dies in the arms of the
Merchant.

The present design follows closely Hof-
mannsthal’s stage directions which call for “a
bedroom in the Rich Merchant’s house. An
alcove, in the background, with dark curtains.
Left, a door; right, a small door leading into the
garden, and a window.” The quote, inscribed in
Cyrillic at the bottom left of the drawing, is
taken from the first scene when Zobeide stands
at the window, torn between longing for and
fear of the freedom of being without a father,
without a husband: “That night must never
come / which finds me all alone / standing
beside this window here without you.”

Reference:
Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Poems and Verse
Plays, ed. by Michael Hamburger, translated by
Christopher Middleton, p. 407.

27 MILLIOTTI or MILIOTI, Vasily    
active 1900-1910
Russian School

VIGNETTE OF SNAKE AND SKULL

Black ink with some white heightening on medi-
umweight off-white wove paper. No watermark. 2 5/16”
x 6” (5.9 x 15.2 cm). On old backing card rectangular
stamp in purple with double lined thin border: Co No.

Note: Vasily Milioti, together with his brother
Nikolay Dmitriyevich Milioti, belonged to a
group of Russian Symbolists, called The Blue
Rose, who were active in Moscow between
1904-08. An important member of the group
was the wealthy banker, patron and artist
Nikolay Ryabushinsky, who published material
of the Blue Rose in his magazine The Golden
Fleece (Russian: Zolotoe Runo, French: La
Toison d’Or).

Issue no. 2 of the Golden Fleece, which
carried the present vignette, included additional
drawings by Vasily Milioti. The poem above the
present vignette is by Theodore Solohoub.

Reference:





28 REES, Otto van    1884 - 1957
Dutch School

SKULL, 1906

Oil on canvas. 26 1/2” x 21 1/2” (66.6 x 54.6 cm). Signed
and dated in green at lower right: O van Rees 06. On
verso inscribed: à vendre / 100 fr.

Ex-collection: Kuitenbrouwer van Rees.

Note: Otto van Rees was born into a Dutch
family of academics who belonged to an
International Brotherhood concerned with work-
ers’ conditions. They were sympathetic to the
young man’s desire to become an artist, and to
the choice of his teacher Jan Toorop, whose
early work dealt with subjects of social hard-
ships. Otto van Rees visited the Borinage, the
Belgian mining district, where earlier van Gogh,
Meunier, and Jan Toorop had experienced
industrial wasteland first hand.

In 1904 Rees moved to Paris and lived in a
studio behind the Bateau Lavoir, where Picasso
moved in the same year, soon to be followed by
Juan Gris, Kees van Dongen, and (briefly)
Modigliani. In the 1890’s the Bateau Lavoir had
been a nest of Symbolists, where Gauguin was
a frequent visitor. After Picasso and his friends
arrived, it became “the Acropolis of Cubism”
(Max Jacob). Van Rees became friends with
Kees van Dongen, with whom he spent the sum-
mer of 1905 painting out-doors.

By the time the present painting was exe-
cuted, in 1906, van Rees was already married
to a fellow artist and lived in Italy. An inclination
towards Symbolism may be seen in the subject
of the skull and in the absence of any realistic
location. The background seems of solid mater-
ial but is elusive, having no boundaries. It may

be a studio wall, a barn wall, inside or out-of-
doors. The skull seems to be suspended
“somewhere”, although this unreal place is full
of tangible details.

Italy remained van Rees’ residence on and
off for the major part of his life. In Ascona on
the Lago Maggiore he lived in an artist’s colony
with artists and intellectuals from Munich, Berlin
and Paris. They set the mood for Dadaism
which came to the fore in Zürich in 1914. Van
Rees exhibited four paintings at the legendary
Dada exhibition in the Café Voltaire (1916),
along with Hans Arp, who remained a close
friend. Cubism became part of some Dadaist’s
vocabulary and van Rees’s work in the 1910s
reflects this trend. After World War I, the sober-
ing tenets of New Realism (Neue Sachlichkeit)
define van Rees’s paintings.

A personal tragedy befell the young artist
couple when their ten-year old daughter was
killed in a train collision in 1919. Otto van Rees,
who got injured, took years to recover.
Eventually he and his wife settled in Holland,
sharing their time between Utrecht and Ascona.

Reference:
Centraal Museum Utrecht, Otto en Adya van
Rees, Leven en Werk tot 1934, Utrecht, 1975,
ill. 
John Richardson, A Life of Picasso, vol. 1,
1881-1906, New York, 1991, pp. 376-77 (ill. of
Portrait of Otto van Rees by Adya van Rees).





29 MÉNARD, Émile-René    1862 - 1930
French School

ROUNDELAY OF NYMPHS, circa 1913
(Ronde de nymphs)

Pastel on cream colored wove paper, laid to a board,
mounted on a stretcher, the backside covered with can-
vas. No discernible watermark. 41 3/8” x 24 1/2” (105
x 62.2 cm). Signed at lower right: E. R. Ménard.  On
old backing board printed label: DORURE
ENCADREMENT/ Havard Frères / 123, Boulevard
Montparnasse / PARIS.

Note: The present pastel is either a study for or
a small scale version of a decorative panel, exe-
cuted in 1913 for the Law School of the
Sorbonne in Paris. Ménard composed three dip-
tychs for the Hall of Records (Salle des Actes)
in the same building in 1908/09. In 1913 it was
decided to replace a composition by Henri
Lehmann, Law Surpasses Force (Le Droit prime
la Force), with a new panel by Émile-René
Ménard, i. e. the present composition. The large
final version was exhibited at the Salon de la
Société Nationale des Beaux-Arts in 1914.

Ménard executed pastel studies for his
large compositions, because the pastel allowed
him to produce layer upon layer of pigment, to
achieve the most subtle nuances of tonality,
which he then would strive to emulate in oil. 

The framer’s label at the back of the pre-
sent pastel gives the framer’s address as 123
Boulevard Montparnasse. Ménard lived at 126
Boulevard Montparnasse. It is tempting to
assume that the pastel was taken right out of
Ménard’s studio to be framed across the street.

There is some uncertainty as to the exact
location where Lehmann’s and subsequently
Ménard’s painting was installed. According to
the catalogue raisonné of Henri Lehmann, his
work was placed  in the Salle des Déliberations,
whereas Ménard’s Ronde de Nymphs was
recorded in the Catalogue sommaire (see
below) to have been in the Salle des Actes.

Since the building was razed in 1970 and the
paintings were moved to the musée d’Orsay,
there is no easy way to verify these locations.

What appears more intriguing is the shift
of taste between 1870 and 1914. Lehmann’s
painting depicts a subdued Hercules (repre-
senting Germany), laying down his club at
the feet of a radiant figure (representing
France), attended by two putti, holding a
book and a tablet with the ten command-
ments respectively. The painting was com-
missioned shortly after Prussia had defeated
France, and Bismarck had proclaimed the
first German empire. Although Lehmann was
a naturalized French citizen since 1847, a
cr i t ic was quick to point out Lehmann’s
German roots, describing the painting as “a
remorseful response of a German who no
longer cares to be German.”

In 1913, when Ménard painted his unpo-
litical, utopian images of Arcadia, the high
pitched nationalism of 1870/71 still permeat-
ed German and French politics. One year
later it erupted in the disaster of World War I.
Ménard’s imagery seems in this context as
strong a statement as Lehmann’s allegory.
Ménard presents visions of peace and har-
mony between man and nature. At a time
when political forces became unrelentingly
aggressive, he painted the present scene,
with subtle hues and balanced forms, creat-
ing a spiritual world of beauty. It honors the
School of Law to have put these visions in
place during trying times.

Reference:
Catalogue sommaire illustré des peintures du
musée du Louvre et du musée d’Orsay, Paris,
1986, vol. 4, p. 83 (ill. of the finished panel,
titled Crépuscule).
André Michel, Peintures et pastels de René
Ménard, Paris, 1923, p. 13, ill. of the finished
panel.
Marie-Madeleine Aubrun, Henri Lehmann,
1814-1882, catalogue raisonné de l’œuvre, vol.





30 DENIS, Maurice    1870 - 1943
French School

NUDE WOMAN WITH MIRROR, circa 1907
DESIGN FOR A STAINED GLASS WINDOW

Watercolor, gouache and pencil on wove paper. No
discernible watermark. 45 1/4” x 21 1/2” (115 x 54.5
cm). This work is accompanied by a photo-certificate
of authenticity by Claire Denis, dated July 8, 2002.

Ex-collection: Collection of Maria-Gaetana Matisse
(Henri Matisse’s daughter-in-law), Pontoise, France.

Note: The present gouache was executed in
preparation for a stained glass window, com-
missioned around 1907 by Jacques Rouché,
director of the Paris Opéra, for his mansion.
The window was later donated by the family of
Jacques Rouché to the Musée Maurice Denis
in Paris.

Denis became interested in designing
stained glass windows in the 1890’s. He com-
pleted several of them for the firms of Siegfried
Bing in Paris and Tiffany in New York. During
the first World War, Denis began to restore the
Priory of Saint-Germain-en-Laye in order to
turn it into a museum. For this project, he again
designed stained glass windows, preparing
them in large scale gouaches.

Thadée Nathanson wrote about the purity
of Denis’ stylized form in La Revue Blanche,
1897, p. 639:

“What we have here is no longer simply
the artist’s customary charm and an utterly
seductive gravity, but a truly beautiful combina-
tion of forms and a highly accomplished dispo-
sition of lines and contours; it is possible that a

painter has been sacrificed to the draughtsman
in this work but it undoubtedly allows its author
to take his place already in the tradition of great
artists exemplified by the genius of Ingres.”

Related works:
The woman posing for the present gouache
was Maurice Denis’s wife Marthe. She appears
in five works by Denis, each one in a different
medium:

Woman at a Mirror. Window, ca. 1907, Musée
du Prieuré, inv. 976.1.33.
Illustrated in Symbolistes et Nabis. Maurice
Denis et son Temps, Musée du Prieuré, Saint-
Germain-en-Laye, 1985, cat. no. 341.

Woman Bathing, 1909, tin-glazed earthenware,
Moscow, Pushkin Museum, inv. P. 198.
Illustrated in Maurice Denis, 1870-1943, exhibi-
t ion in Lyon, Cologne, Liverpool, and
Amsterdam, 1994-1995, pl. 242, p. 339.

Springtime Landscape or The Sacred Wood, oil
on canvas, St. Petersburg, Hermitage Museum,
inv. 9657. Illustrated in Maurice Denis, 1870-
1943 , see above, pl. 89, p. 240.

The Nymph or Nymph couronnée des paque-
rettes, 1901, lithograph in three colors, included
in the album Germinal. Illustrated in Pierre
Callier, Catalogue raisonné de l’œuvre gravé et
lithographié, cat. no. 121, also in color as fron-
tispiece. Also in Maurice Denis, 1870-1943, see
above, pl. 279, p. 349.





31 MISSFELDT, Heinrich    1872 - 1945
German School

BALL PLAYER, circa 1903
(Kugelspieler)

Bronze with black patination on circular bronze base.
Height, from bottom of base to top of head: 11” (28
cm). Signature incised on top of base: H. MISSFELDT.
Foundry mark on rear rim of base: AKT.-GES.
GLADENBECK BERLIN. D. 7260. On underside of
base incised: 2786.

Note: After an initial apprenticeship with a wood
carver in his hometown of Kiel, Missfeldt studied
in Berlin. After an early memorial bust and a tomb
sculpture, the present statuette became his
breakthrough. The prestigious firm of
Gladenbeck (who edited Max Klinger’s sculp-

tures) included the model in its production. One
cast was acquired by the Bremen Kunsthalle.
Missfeldt continued to create works which inte-
grated modern simplification with realistic, styl-
ized figures. He created independent sculptures
(Crouching Girl, Repentance, Mourning) as well
as public monuments, including several war
memorials. A 22” version of the present sculpture
was included in a large survey exhibition of nine-
teenth century Berlin sculpture, Ethos und
Pathos.

Reference: 
Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz
Berlin, Ethos und Pathos, Exhibition 1990, p.
190-91, cat. no. 158, ill.





32 ROBERTSON, Eric    1887 - 1941
English School

THE ARTIST AND HIS MODEL, 1911

Graphite on heavyweight off-white wove paper, laid
down on grey wove paper. No discernible watermark.
7 1/16” x 9 1/16” (18 x 23 cm). Inscribed along bottom
as part of the drawing: THE ARTIST AND HIS MOD-
EL / ERIC ROBERTSON / NOVEMBER 19TH, 1911.
On verso inscribed: 750 daniels.

Ex-collection: Mrs. Kemplay, the artist’s daughter;
Hartnoll & Eyre, London; David Daniels, New York.

Exhibition: Eric Robertson, March 2 - March 20, 1970,
Hartnoll & Eyre, London, cat. no. 3, ill.

Note: Around the turn of the century, Eric
Robertson came to Edinburgh, where he
studied architecture before turning to art. At
the college, he was described as “one of the
most brilliant art students of his period”. From
1907, he exhibited regularly in Edinburgh,
from 1913, with the Edinburgh Group (the

name was officially adopted in 1919). The
art is ts  of ten met at  the studio of  John
Duncan, who introduced Robertson to the
artist Cecile Walton (1891-1956). They mar-
ried in 1914, very much against her parents’
wishes, and with their friends led a carefree,
liberal life.

Robertson was considered a genius by
everyone who met him, which gave him some
licence to display his eccentric personality. He
gained notoriety with his drawings and paint-
ings of nudes. One critic wrote: “Half Edinburgh
goes to Shandwick Place secretly desiring to
be righteously shocked and the other half goes
feeling deliciously uncertain it might be disap-
pointed by not finding anything sufficiently
shocking.” Robertson’s subjects also included
landscapes and portraits, which he executed in
a wide range of techniques (oil, watercolor,
chalk, pastel). Sadly, his career collapsed after
he parted from his wife in 1923, and eventually
succumbed to alcohol.





33 LEGRAND, Louis-Auguste-Mathieu    
1863 - 1951
French School

DRAWING FOR THE COVER OF “POÈMES
À L’EAU-FORTE”, circa 1914
An Artist’s Book of Drawings and Etchings

Black ink, grey and black wash on mediumweight, off-
white wove paper. No watermark. 16 1/16” x 14 1/8”
(40.9 x 35.9 cm). Inscribed at lower center in black chalk:
réduit 0.17 cm / de largeur; at upper right in graphite:
bon couverture; on mat in black marker in modern hand:
Louis Legrand/ Dijon 1863 - Gargan 1951.

Exhibition: Shepherd Gallery, Fall 1993, no. 32, ill.

Note: Poèmes à l’eau-forte is an artist’s book of
etchings, illustrating a group of poems by
Baudelaire, Mallarmé, Rimbaud, Verlaine and
others. The book was published in 1914 in
Paris by Gustave Pellet in an edition of 80
copies, each including 30 etchings and 80
vignettes and smaller inserts. The present
drawing is the design for the cover before the
text.

In 1885 Louis Legrand met Félicien Rops
who taught him the techniques of etching.

Next to Wille, Chéret and Steinlen, he began
working for the Courrier français in 1887. He
also provided illustrations for Gil Blas illustré,
raising its circulation to 60,000 with a series
of drawings on the cancan. His exhibition of
200 etchings in the gallery Art Nouveau of
Samuel Bing was followed by exhibitions of
paintings, drawings and pastels at Georges
Petit (1904) and Durand-Ruel (1911). Around
1900 Legrand was one of the most popular
artists of his time, depicting la vie Parisienne
in numerous illustrations in magazines and
books.

Legrand lived through two world wars, but
was unable to connect to the changing times.
When he died in 1951, at the age of 88, he was
isolated and forgotten. 

Reference:
Städtisches Museum Göttingen, Louis Legrand,
Zeichnungen und Druckgraphik aus deutschem
Privatbesitz, Göttingen 1983, p. 38 ill.





34 PIOTROWSKA-WITTMANN, Angela    
1898 - 1934 or after
Austrian School

FASHION DESIGN: BLUE DRESS

Watercolor over graphite on heavyweight off-white
paper. No watermark. 10 1/8” x 6 1/2” (25.7 x 16.5 cm).
Monogram at lower right: AM (in square box).

Note: Angela Piotrowska was born in Znojmo
(now in the Czech Republic). She attended the
Art School for Women in Vienna (1914-21),
later the School for Arts and Crafts, where she

studied with A. Böhm, O. Strnad, J. Hoffmann
and M. Powolny. She contributed to the Wiener
Werkstätte and became a member of the
Austrian Werkbund.  Together with Michael
Wittmann she founded the studio PIOWITT
where she developed her special style of deco-
rating ceramic vessels with sculptured ele-
ments. Her last recorded address was in
Vienna in 1934.





35 PECHE, Dagobert    1887 - 1923
Austrian School

EMBROIDERY ON TULLE, circa 1917-19

White embroidery on white tulle. Oval. 17” x 14 1/2” 
(43 x 36.8 cm). 

Note: Between 1915 and 1923, Dagobert
Peche was the most exciting designer working
at the Wiener Werkstätte (Vienna Workshops).
After his early death at age thirty-six, Josef
Hoffmann remarked, “only every one-hundred,
maybe three-hundred years such a genius is
born to a nation.” A recent exhibition at the
Neue Galerie, New York, introduced this artist
to the American audience in an installation
which did justice to the adventurous imagina-
tion of Peche. A valuable catalogue accompa-
nied the exhibition.

The present textile is an embroidery on
tulle, a craft that Peche cultivated from 1917
on, after he had moved to Zürich as director of
a newly created branch of the Wiener

Werkstätte. He almost “draws” with the needle
on the soft background which gently changes
with the perspective of the viewer. The androg-
ynous figure is adorned with ribbons, flowers
seem to sprout on the legs, plant-like orna-
ments grow on the figure’s head as well as out
of the bowl of fruit. The figure is on its toes, per-
haps dancing, like a Bacchic figure on a Greek
vase. Variations of these elements can be
found in many of Peche’s drawings, especially
in one at the Museum for Applied Arts in
Vienna (inv. no. 8396/13) which depicts a simi-
lar bowl of fruit surmounted by the same slen-
der stems with berries.

Reference: 
Max Eisler, Dagobert Peche, Stuttgart, 1992, p.
65-67, ill. of tulle embroideries.
Nikolaus Schaffer, Dagobert Peche, Salzburg,
1987, K 116, ill. of the drawing in the Vienna
Museum.
Dagobert Peche and the Vienna Werkstätte,
Neue Galerie, New York, 2002.





36 ROTTENBERG, Emma-Helena,
called Ena    1893 - 1952
Austrian School

(A)  PATTERN WITH GREEN LEAVES

Watercolor and gold paint over graphite on papier
calque. 13 1/8” x 9 7/8” (33.3 x 25.1). Monogram in
graphite at lower right: ER (connected), numbered at
upper right in graphite: 24.

(B)   PATTERN WITH RED LEAVES

Watercolor and gold paint over graphite on papier
calque. 13 1/8” x 9 7/8” (33.3 x 25.1). Monogram in
graphite at lower right: ER (connected), numbered at
upper right in graphite: 25.

Note: Ena Rottenberg came, like many women
designers of the Viennese modern movement,
from one of the Austrian Crown Lands, Oravica in
the Banat (present-day Romania). She studied at
the Vienna Academy of Applied Arts under
Breitner (1916-18), Kenner (1918) and the sculp-
tor Hanak (1918-20). Between 1923 and 1925
she was a guest student at classes of Michael
Powolny. At the same time she worked for the
Wiener Werkstätte (Viennese Workshops), creat-

ing figural ceramic works, such as Queen,
Couple, and Group. She produced models for the
porcelain manufactory Augarten, which she also
supplied with designs for the decoration of their
table ware. She is recorded as a glass engraver
for the glass manufacturer Lobmeyr. Rottenberg
also worked for the firm of Friedrich
Goldscheider, Vienna. For a cloister of
Franciscan nuns in Vienna she designed stained
glass windows.

In 1925 Ena Rottenberg participated in the
Paris Fair of Applied Arts. 

Reference:
Heinrich Fuchs, Die österreichischen Maler der
Geburtsjahrgänge 1881-1900, vol. 2, Vienna
1977, p. K 70.





37 HOFFMAN, Malvina    1887 - 1966
American School

BUST OF BORIS ANISFELD, 1919

Patinated plaster mounted to wooden plinth. Height
from bottom of neck truncation to top of head: 14 1/4”
(36 cm).

Exhibition: 
Gertrude Vanderbilt-Whitney Studio Club, February
1919.

Note: Malvina Hoffman grew up in New York,
the fifth and youngest child of the concert
pianist Richard Hoffman. While still in high
school, she took evening classes in drawing
and sculpting, and then moved on to study with
the sculptors Herbert Adams and George Gray
Barnard. The decisive turn in her life was her
first encounter with a collection of Rodin
bronzes. On the spot she decided that she
wanted to study with this artist. In 1910 she set-
tled in Paris and was received with kindness by
the old master. They became friends and Rodin
supervised her work. When she left for a break
in America, Rodin admonished her: “Promise
me, Malvina, that you will never do sculpture to

please anyone or to amuse - always be seri-
ous, thoughtful, responsible.”

The core of Malvina Hoffman’s work are
sculptures of dancers (she became a friend of
Anna Pavlova) and the result of a daunting
commission in 1929 from the Field Museum in
Chicago for over one-hundred life size sculp-
tures representing the “Living Races of Man.”
Hoffman studied, travelled, sketched and mod-
elled for five years, and in 1933 the amazing
installation was finished and opened to the pub-
lic.

The present bust of Boris Anisfeld (see cat.
nos. 23-25), whom the artist addresses on a
dedicated photo of a variant bust as “mon ami”,
was never cast in bronze. The plaster model
remained in the artist’s estate.

It is interesting to note that the bust was
exhibited at Gertrude Vanderbilt-Whitney’s Studio
Club which in 1930 became the Whitney
Museum of Art.

Reference:
New York Sun, March 9, 1919 (about the
Vander-bilt-Whitney studio exhibition).
Mary Brawley Hill, The Woman Sculptor:
Malvina Hoffman and Her Contemporaries,
New York, 1984.





38 GEDÖ, Ilka    1921 - 1985
Hungarian School

SELF-PORTRAIT, circa 1947-49

Graphite on mediumweight brown wove paper. No
watermark. 9 3/8” x 8 1/4” (23.8 x 21 cm).

Note: Ilka Gedö was a Hungarian woman artist
whose career was stunted by the political dis-
asters of the twentieth century. Only after her
death did her work become internationally rec-
ognized.

In her teens, prior to the German occupation
of Budapest, she attended a private art school. At
age 23, she was forced to live in a “yellow star
house”, where she drew portraits of her fellow vic-
tims. After the war, during the Communist regime,
she depicted workers in a factory. Her pastels of
shadowy workers in a mysterious light, bent over
tables or sinks, dotted with flecks of gold, did not
impress the official comrades. More and more her
drawing style developed into a search for her sub-
ject, which she encircled with nervously vibrating
lines, reminiscent of Giacometti (whose work she
discovered only later).

In 1949 Ilka Gedö stopped producing art
altogether. When she emerged again as an
abstract painter, it was still impossible to exhibit
her work. In the late 1960’s, when political con-
ditions finally eased up, Gedö spent a year in
Paris, participating in group shows. In 1980,
she had her first major retrospective exhibition
in Budapest, and in 1985 her work was shown
in Sweden. Three months before the Swedish
opening, she died of cancer.

The present self-portrait shows a woman
marked by her internment. Unlike her drawings
from the Ghetto, which are more reminiscent of
Steinlen or Vuillard, the present portrait leads
stylistically to Gedö’s later work, when lines
became autonomous fields of energy.

Reference:
Ilka Gedö (1921-1985) Drawings and Pastels,
Shepherd Gallery, 1995.
Drawings by Ilka Gedö and Görgy Roman,
Budapest Jewish Museum, 1995.
The Art of Ilka Gedö. Special issue of Uj
Müveszét, no. 4, 1997.
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